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Single Circuit Electrical
*Only accessories described in these instructionsmay be usedwith these tables.

Tools Required
� None

Installation

1. The single circuit electrical system plugs into a 110VAC 15 amp

wall or floor outlet and can provide electrical power for up to six

tables. (Figure A).

2. To gang the tables together, lift the shroud connector approxi-

mately 1⁄4" and place it over the hook connector on the adjacent

table. (Figure B).

3. Install wire clips (2) to underside of worksurface.Locate clips in cen-

ter of table top undersurface 1 fromend.Use clips to route jumper

cable so that cable is secure and does not hang down. (FigureC).

4. The single circuit electrical system uses UL962 recognized com-

ponents. The single circuit electrical system consists of five com-

ponents. The power in-feed plugs into a wall or floor outlet.

The power entry has a a smart box which monitor howmany

tables are plugged into it.You can plug up to six tables (8 duplex-

es) off the power in-feed. There is a green LED indicator on the

power entry that indicates that power is being supplied to the

tables. If seven or more tables are plugged into the power feed,

the LED turns red and the system shuts down. Unplug the extra

table(s), the LED goes back to green and the system functions

again. No LED light means that there is no power going to the

tables. Push the re-set circuit breaker button on the power in-

feed and the LED should light up. (Figure D).

Note: When installing the single circuit electrical components, the

interconnecting cord shall be a maximum of 2 inches (51 mm)

longer than the distance between electrical connection points. The

total length of the system of all inter-connecting cordage, exclusive

of the supply cord, shall not exceed 40 feet (12 meters).
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Installation (continued)
5. Route jumper cable through wire clip at end of each table

to support and secure electrical cord. (Figure C, E, F, G).

6. Undersurface electrical outlets snap to the face of the

undersurface electrical/cable channel. A table to table

jumper passes the electrical on to the next table. (Figure E).

Note: Requires mechanical ganging mechanism. Cables must

be stored inside the electrical/cable channel.

7. Tabletop power data duplex receptacles are located in a

rectangular cut-out in the worksurface. A table to table

jumper passes the electrical on to the next table. (Figure F).

Note: Requires mechanical ganging mechanism. Cables must

be stored inside the electrical/cable channel. The cable for the

table power data center must be routed over the electrical

channel cross bar and into the electrical channel.

8. Multiple duplex outlets may be located in the same table.

A short jumper must be used to connect one duplex to

another, then a table to table jumper passes the electrical

on to the next table. (Figure G).

Note: Requires mechanical ganging mechanism. Cables must

be stored inside the electrical/cable channel.
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Note: Take care to ensure that the electrical power supply cord

is protected from being damaged or pinched after installation.

Note: Take care to ensure that the electrical power supply cord

is protected from being damaged or pinched after installation.

Note: Take care to ensure that the electrical power supply cord

is protected from being damaged or pinched after installation.

Warning: Receptacles must be installed at electrical channel locations that keep any slack of the interconnecting cord to less than 2 inches.
All of the cords must be contained inside the electrical channel. The total length of all of the cords of the electrical components connected
together cannot add up to more than 40 feet (12 Meters), not counting the power supply cord. A new powered run must be started if this
requirement hinders an installation.
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Important Warning Information

Installation (continued)

6. Telephone and data faceplates also can snap-fit onto the

electrical cable channel. These are available from a variety

of suppliers. (Figure H).

Figure H


